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Abstract

are simulation, implementation, theoretical investigation, and tutorials. One emerging trend, however, is
in way in which textbooks and laboratory manuals are
being used. Now, software is being bundled as electronic companions to printed textbooks, but in the future, manuals will be bundled as printed companions to
fully electronic courseware. This paper focuses on two
aspects involved in making the transition to fully electronic courseware- the creation of interactive problems and examples, and the programming of computing
environments to explain answers and evaluate student
solutions. These two components are interrelated and
require creativity.
Section 2 highlights the use of the computer in signals and systems education over the last two decades.
Section 3 discusses recent trends in software for signals
and systems that can benefit educational courseware.
Section 4 introduces our current research in expanding
the computer’s role in evaluating student answers to
questions and in explaining answers to students. The
section focuses on our development of an interactive
companion to a linear systems textbook [l].Section 5
concludes the paper.

The use of computers in teaching signals and systems
has evolved. In understanding algorithms, computers
were used first as sarnvlation environments and then
as real-time implementation environments. In learning the theory of signals and systems, passive tutorial
systems have become interactive. Now, software is becoming more and more of an integral part of textbooks
and may eventually include the textbook. This paper
discusses two interdependent fundamental components
of fully electronic courseware- the development of interactive problems and examples, and the supporting
software to evaluate student solutions and t o explain
steps in a correct solution.

1. Introduction
Over the last two decades, many engineering educators have sought to integrate the computer into the
daily lives of their undergraduate and graduate students. Not overwhelmed by the issues of resources and
student apathy, those engineering educators have struggled with how t o balance learning by lecture, computer,
and laboratory. The difference in recent years is that
many of the entering college students have been exposed to computers since they were of school age. That
is, some of them are very comfortable learning concepts
through interaction with the computer.
In the context of signals and systems, the four primary areas of current computer use in the curriculum

2.

In the context of signals and systems, the four primary
areas of computer use in the curriculum are tutorials,
theoretical investigation, simulation, and implementation. Of these areas, educators in the early 1980’s
focused on simulation, by providing either a graphical interface [2] or a collection of library routines [3],
as well as “passive” tutorials via computer-aided instruction [4]1 Passive tutorials were primarily adaptations of printed textbook material onto the computer
screen. The supporting software was generally written in house. By the late 1980’s, the use of locally
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authored software (e.g. [5]) was becoming prevalent.
Commercially available environments were beginning
to be used. For example, Matlab [6] was especially
attractive because of its Signal Processing and Controls Toolboxes. During this time, implementing algorithms in hardware become more accessible to students
with the advent of assemblers, debuggers, and other
programming tools for digital signal processing (DSP)
boards [7].
In the 199O's, educators have continued to place emphasis on all of the above areas. Passive tutorials [SI
are still in use, and programming tools for DSP boards
are seeing wider use. The use of the commercial simulation packages Matlab, Monarch, 113, and Hyperception have overtaken locally authored tools [9]. Matlab,
for example, benefits from its toolboxes, its successful student version, and the many signals and systems
t,extbooks and laboratory manuals available for it, e.g.
[l, 10, 111. The next sectmionshifts the focus away from
simulation, implementation, and passive tutorial systerns and towards recent trends in the use of theoretical investigation tools, interactive tut,orial systems, and
integrated computing environments.

Although Maple has more knowledge of linear transforms and piecewise functions, more third-party development for signals and systems has occurred for
Mathematica. The signal processing packages [15] for
Mathematica add a wide variety of signals and systems and implement common algebraic operat,ions on
them. The algebraic operat,ions include convolut,ion for
discrete and continuous signals as well as the Laplace,
Fourier, z , discrete-time Fourier, and discrete Fourier
transforms. The convolution routines not only work
for sampled signals, but also for signals represented by
formulas. The packages can help redesign a given system using simplifications, rearrangements, and number
theoretic transformations [16]. In terms of courseware,
the key component of the signal processing packages is
that they can c"xplain their answers. For example, thc
linear transform routines can display the intermediatca
steps, and the convolution routines cm animate thf:
flip-and-slide approach to computing t,he convolutior~
graphically. This justification ability will be discussed
further in Section 4.
3.2. Interactive tutorials

Interactive tutorials combine passive information, such
as text, tables, and graphs, with interactive examples
involving sound, graphics, and animations. Several interactive tutorial systems have been developed for signals and systems. A multimedia self-study system [17]
has been developed based on the Hypercard hypertext program by Claris Corp. The material in tho
course can be navigated sequentially, hierarchically, or
randomly. Hypercard preserves links between relatetl
topics which the student can follow. To add rcal-time
signal processiiig functionality, the system can be i n terfaced to a Motorola DSP board.
Two other interactive tutorial systems have been
developed based on Mathematica. Although the Mathematica notebook interface does not support, t,rue hypertext becausr: it does not preserve links bet8weenrelated topics, il does however identify keywords that
can be followe~iin a document. The benefit in using
Mathematica notebooks is that any given examples also
can contain soliitions written in Matheniatica code that,
can be altered and evaluated. Both the Digital Signal Processing Learning Environment (DISIPLE) [ l E ]
and the Signal Processing Notebooks [19] are based
on the Mathernatica notebook front end. I>ISIPI,I.;
focuses on numerical processing of music and speecli
signals, and was written for composers, psychoacousticians, and 0tht.r people without an engineering background. The Signal Processing Notebooks, which utilize the functionality of the signal processing pxkages
mentioned above, provide interactive tutorials on the

3. Recent Trends in Signals and Systems
Software
Recent trends in the software for signals and systems
have included theoretical investigation tools, interactive tutorial systems. and integrated computing environments. Theoretical investigation tools have been
primarily used for teaching signals and systems concepts at an mathematical or algebraic level. Interactive tutorial systems have served a s front ends for theoretical investigation, simulation, and implementation
tools. Integrated environments have been used heavily
in the design, simulation, and prototyping of communications and signal processing systenis. Properly interconnecting integrated environments with the theoretical investigation tools and interactjive tutorial syst,ems
is a key in implementting fully electronic, interactive
coursewarr for signals and systems.
3.1. Tools for Theoretical Investigation

Theoretical investigation refers to the design and analysis of signals and systems using algebraic (symbolic)
transformations. In terms of users, the two leading
symbolic mathematics environments are Maple [12] and
Mathematica [13]. Both are being used to teach concepts such as z and Laplace transforms [ 141 and bilinear
transformations.
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4. Making Problems and Examples Interactive

conventional signal processing topics of analog filter design, convolution, discrete-time Fourier transform, and
the z-transform.

In this section, we will discuss programming strategies to evaluate student answers to design and analysis
questions and to explain steps in a solution. We use
a symbolic algebra system for our underlying framework because solutions to questions in a first-year signals and systems sequence typically require algebraic
manipulation, plotting functions, and small-scale numeric calculations, which fits the capabilities of a symbolic mathematics environment well. Furthermore, the
student needs a user interface to the symbolic algebra environment to document steps taken in a solution. The interface should allow the solution set writer
to explain the solution in terms of commands for the
student to evaluate and and explanation as formatted
text and graphics. From among the possible candidates, we chose Mathematica for three reasons. First,
its notebook interface allows us to organize problems
and their solutions in a natural way. Second, Mathematica supports pattern matching, so we can easily
flag and diagnose common errors with very little programming effort. Third, the Signal Processing Packages for Mathematica already define commonly used
signals and systems and compute transforms and convolution on sampled sequences and algebraic expressions with explanation.
Based on our experience writing interactive tutorials [19] and self-evaluation exercises [22] for signals and
systems, we have created an interactive solution set for
the linear systems textbook Contemporary Linear Systems Using Matlab by Robert D. Strum and Donald E.
Kirk [l].Although the textbook heavily uses Matlab,
we found that Matlab was only applicable to roughly
half of the problems in the textbook. Furthermore,
students would use Matlab is at the command line by
evaluating sequences of commands, and besides the online help information, students would be on their own.
We saw an opportunity to program a system like Mathematica to give students immediate feedback for their
solution steps and their answers, as well as to bring a
symbolic algebra environment to bear on those problems of an algebraic nature.
The companion has taken the form of two introductory notebooks, one reference notebook, and a pair
of notebooks per chapter. For each chapter, a problems notebook explains how to solve the example problems in that chapter using Mathematica and provides
a workspace for students to try to solve the problems
with answer checking. Also for each chapter, a solutions notebook explains the solution to each problem
in that chapter and where appropriate, gives a sequence

3.3. Integrated Environments

Integrated environments combine two or more of the
following areas: theoretical investigation, graphical layout, simulation, implementation, and tutorial explanations. Developing integrated environments is motivated by the fact that one tool cannot perform all of
the specialized tasks in prototyping standalone signal
processing systems. Instead, tools working at the same
level of abstraction should be able to interchange system descriptions. To support top-down design, tools
should also be able to convert their system descriptions to a form suitable for tools working at the next
level. The converse should be true to support bottomup design as well.
Several of the environments listed earlier in this section exhibit interconnectivity of two tools, e.g. HyperCard with a DSP board or the Mathematica interface
to the Mathematica kernel. 12 the ideal classroom or
laboratory, all software tools would be integrated with
one another. For example, a student could verify the
mathematics underlying a design, then convert the algebraic formulas to a graphical layout in blocks, then
simulate the algorithm, and finally generate working
DSP assembly code. Although this is an example of
top-down design, the student should be able to make
changes at any part in the exercise and have those
changes propagated to higher levels.
Much of the current research effort in integrated
systems is in the context of developing environments for
the rapid prototyping of signal processors, e.g. Ptolemy
[20, 211 and Using these tools, students would layout
algorithms as block diagrams and then connect the algorithms together to form a complex system. The tools
can simulate a complex system and generate equivalent
source code and download the code onto DSP boards.
At the level of simulation, Ptolemy supports an interface to several specialized simulators. Some simulators,
called domains, are released with Ptolemy and provide
a wide variety of signal generators, systems, and signal
plotters implemented for different computational models. Other simulators include both freely distributable
environments (e.g. the Thor register-transfer-level simulator from Stanford University) and commercial software (e.g. Matlab). Now, Ptolemy directly can access
toolboxes, custom scripts, and exercises already written in Matlab (e.g. [lo]).
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Out C41 :=

of Mathematica commands to compute the solution.
Our approach t o evaluating student answers to design and analysis questions in the problems notebooks
is to define a global function in Mathematica called,
CheckMyAnswer, which takes the problem name and
the student's solution as input and checks the solution against equivalent forms of the answer. If the
student's solution matches one the forms of the answer, then the CheckMyAnswer routine returns True.
Otherwise, the routine returns the appropriate False
messages and some hints leading to the correct solution. If the question has more than one correct answer, then tshe routine will check several possibilities
and return False messages if the student's solution does
not rnatch any one of the correct answers. To demonstrate the use of CheckMyAnswer in an interactive notebook environment, we present the following scenario in
which a student tries to use Mathernatica functions tfo
attack two linear system questions from [l] and use
CheckMyAnswer to verify the solutions.

By following the instruction, the student would hop(,fully try to compute the maximum number of non-zero
values and then apply zero padding technique. But,
the student incorrectly calculates the output sequence
length to be 3 f 5 = 8, instead of 3 5 -- 1 = 7. So, the
student proceeds with following command:

+

InC5l:=
circularconvolution[
zeropadding[ c 2 , -1, 43, 8 1,
zeroPaddingC { 3 , -2, 1, I,51, 8 1
Out [SI =
{ S . , -7., 16., -7., 13., -I., 20., 0)

1

The student thinks that answer is correct and now asks
CheckMyAnswer to verify it (note that % refers t o the
previous output).
InC61 := CheckMyAnswer [ "PlO.5e", % 1
Out[6]:= False: list exceeded by I element(s).

4.1. Example Interaction #1

At this point, the student would realize that since the
list is too long, the maximum number of non-zero values is incorrect. The student would then proceed with
the correct number; but this time, after editing the prvvious circularconvolution command by changing 8
t o 7 t o get

A student is working on part (e) of Problem 5 in Chapter 10 [l],which is to use circular convolution to find
the linear convolution of the sequences (2, -1,4} and
(3, -2, -1, 1,5}. The correct answer to this question is
6, -7, 12, - 5 , 5, -1, 20, which can also be found by using
our DiscreteConvolution function:
In131 : =
DiscreteConvolution[
C2, -1, 41, C3, -2, -1, 1, 51, n
Out [31=
{S, - 7 , 12, -5, 5, -1, 2 0 )

{I

InC71 : =
circularconvolution[
zeropadding[ { 2 , -1, 4), 7 1,
zeropadding[ € 3 , -2, 1, 1, 51, 7
Out 171=
{6., - 7 . , 16., -7., 13., -I., 2 0 . 1

1

1 1

Now, CheckMyAnswer will return a False message bccause the studmt typed 1 instead of -1 for the third element of the svcond sequence. This typo will manifest
itself by CheckMyAnswer pointing out that the third,
fourth and fifth elements of the solution are incorrect.

This answer is programmed into CheckMyAnswer function for this problem when the problem set is initiated.
To find the circular convolution of two sequences
with unequal length, the student must first determine
the maximum number of non-zero values for the linear
convolution of these two sequences, which is 3+5- 1 =
7, and then add zeros at, the end of both sequences
to achieve this length. Assume the student neglects
the necessity of zero padding and applies our function
circularconvolution directly to these two sequences.
The function will gencrate an error message, give hint
t,o help the student apply the function correctly, and
return an empty sequence:

InC81:= CheckMyAnswer C "PIO.5e", %

1

False: incorrect list element(s).
Out [SI= C S . , - 7 . , FalseCil , FalseC21,
FalseL31, -I., 2 0 . 1

1n[41 := circularconvolut ion [
1 2 , -1, 41, c3, -2, 1, I, 5) 1
Error: Sequences ( 2 , -1, 4) and
{3, - 2 , 1, 1, 5 ) have unequal length.
Hint: Try applying zeropadding to both inputs.
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After closely examining the input command, the student finds the error and corrects the typographical error to obtain
In [SI :=
circularconvolution[
zeropadding[ ( 2 , -1, 4), 7 1,

zeropadding[ ( 3 , -2, -1, I , 53, 7 1
Out [Q] =
<6., -7., 12., -5., S . , -I., 20.3

1

Here is how close you came to 3 forms
of the ansuer, with False representing a
mismatched term:

Now, CheckHyAnsaer confirms the solution.

out Cl23 =
1 DiscreteStepb] FalseCil +
False[2] KroneckerDeltaC-I + n]
False [SI KroneckerDeltaCnl

In[iO] := CheckMyAnsuer[ "Pi0.5e", % 1
Out [lo]= True
4.2. Example Interaction #2

A student is working on problem P 8.2a in [l], which
gives the transfer function of a first-order linear-timeinvariant system

(1f 2 2 - 2 )
H ( t ) = (1 - z-l))

1-4

1

'

l.

and asks the student to find the unit sample response
h(n).
The answer for the impulse (unit sample) response
of this transfer function may take any one of many
equivalent forms, depending on how the transfer function is manipulated before it is inverse transformed.
Three of the possible forms that are returned by our
ZTransfo m function are:

1. direct inversion gives
h ( n ) = 3 ~ [ n-] 26[n - 11- 26[n]
2. expand transfer function and then invert gives
h ( n ) = 2u[n - 21 - 4
1
.

3. apply partial fractions decomposition and then
invert gives
h ( n ) = 3u[n- 11 - 26[n- 11

+ S[n]

We have programmed these forms into CheckMyAnsuer
for this problem.
Suppose the student leaves out the coefficient, 2, in
front of the r - 2 term in the numerator when typing
in the command. CheckMyAnsuer will check the consequently incorrect solution against all possible answers
and point out where the errors are
InCiiI :=
InverseZTransform[
((1 + z - ( - 2 ) ) / (1 - z-(-i))), z, n,
RegionOf Convergence -> c l , Infinity) 1
out c i 11 =
2 DiscreteStepCn] - KroneckerDeltaC-1 + n]
KroneckerDelta [d
InC121 :=
CheckMyAnswer[: "P8.2a", %

1

False: incorrect expression.

-

f

2

FalseCll

3

Discretestep[False [I11 False [21 +
FalseC31 +
FalseC41 KroneckerDeltaC-1 + nl

At any point, students can ask the inverse t-transform
routine to explain how it arrived at an answer by enabling a Justification option. The transform, convolution, signal analysis routines, signal simplification,
some signal plotting routines, and some other routines
will justify their answers.

5. Conclusion
This paper focuses on one aspect involved in making
the transition to fully electronic courseware- the development of computing environments to explain answers and evaluate student solutions. Our approach in
this paper is based on Mathematica, an environment
with a kernel to perform symbolic computations and a
front end that supports the writing of interactive tutorials. We have taken advantage of both components in
writing an interactive companion for a linear systems
textbook [l].
Since any current implementation of interactive problems and examples is bound by the sophistication of
computer software, we first identify the trends in the
computer software. The last five years have seen an
increasing number of students learning signals and systems concepts interactively on the computer, through
investigation of theory, animated simulation, automated
implementation, and multimedia tutorials. Authors
have bundled software with more and more textbooks
and laboratory books. Ultimately, this trend will lead
to the merging of software environment and textbook
to form fully electronic courseware.
In developing fully electronic courseware, however,
no one computer environment can embody all of the
specialized theoretical, simulation, and implementation
knowledge of signal processing algorithms. Current research in rapid prototyping of signal processors is producing integrated environments in which software tools
at the same level of abstraction can interchange system
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descriptions and design information. Rapid prototyping research is also being conducted to support topdown and bottom-up design simultaneously, which is
important when a student iteratively designs and tests
an algorithm.
Finally, this paper talks about classes of signals and
systems problems that can be made fully electronic.
That is, the computer can pose the problem, explain
the operations the students are applying to the problem, and evaluate student responses. Although only
currently suitable for a restricted c l a s of problems that
are primarily of a theoretical nature, this sort of approach will be a necessary component i n fully electronic
courseware. Advances in hypertext and tutoring systems, especially in their diagnosis capabilities and interoperability with other tools, may hold the keys for
a rnore robust framework for the development of fully
electronic courseware.
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